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women
assaulted
A r a s h of sexually related incidents
involving Hope women on c a m p u s has
been reported to Hope's department of
Public Safety. Nine cases have been
reported since August, and additional
incidents have occurred involving Hope
women off-campus.
A sexually related incident includes
any case in which the suspect receives
sexual gratification. These cases range
from rapes to window peeking. There has
been a significant increase in the number
of reports during the past week.
According to Glenn Bareman, director
of Public Safety, these incidents fall
under two categories: grabbing and
exposing.
F e m a l e victims of grabbing (on the
breasts and between the legs) have been
assaulted while walking on the c a m p u s
grounds and while inside campus
buildings.One incident occurred in Van
Zoeren Library.
Exposing cases have also been reported
on campus. One instance of exposure
occurred in a practice room in the Music
Building; other exposure incidents have
been reported by campus a p a r t m e n t
residents and by students off-campus.
Two incidents occurred on Sunday
evening, Nov. 2, at approximately 10:20
p.m. Women sitting in a Columbia
Apartment reported a man peering into a
window exposed from the waist up. They
were unable to see whether he was ex'posed below the window.
The second incident occurred on
Graves Place outside Peale Science
Center, when a man riding a bicycle
grabbed a woman's breasts as she walked

past him.
Another exposure incident was
reported on Monday evening, Nov. 3, on
campus at the Delta Phi house.
Hope women, Bareman advised, should
take several precautions when moving
around the campus and off-campus a r e a s
n o t easily defeated and came
the regionals in Grandville, Ohio, this
at night. These include using the escort
back with a score with only one-and-a- - coming weekend.
service which Public Safety will provide
half minutes left in the game. The goal
at any time, walking with another person
MIAA F I E L D HOCKEY STANDINGS
was scored by Polly Tamminga, forcing
L
at all times and walking in lighted areas.
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the game into a seven minute overtime
6
Also, he stressed, women should know
8
Albion
period. This is when Hope decided they
5
their surroundings so that they will know
9
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had come too far to lose again to Albion.
4
where
they can go for help immediately
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The last and winning goal of the g a m e
8
when they need it.
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was scored by Lois Tamminga with five
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In addition to these immefliate
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Alma
minutes showing on the overtime clock.
10
precautions
which women are urged to
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Kalamazoo
This outstanding victory will see the
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(continued on p . 7)
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women's field hockey team competing in

Field hockey state champions
H

bv Polly Tamminga
On Friday. October 31, the women s
field hockey team became the first
women's field hockey team to m a k e it to
state finals. The team then went on to
become the first women's field hockey
team to win the state championship at
Hope.
Hope had to play and win three g a m e s
to become the champions. The first g a m e
was against Olivet on Friday moming.
Hope clearly dominated the whole g a m e
by taking 22 shots on goal, whereas Olivet
had only 7. Hope's defense played excellently, and the game resulted in a Hope

shut-out
The Dutch squad's offense was able to
score four times against Olivet's goalee.
The first goal was driven in by Mary Lou
Ireland. The second was scored by Lois
Tamminga. The third c a m e from a <;?
corner by Mary Gaffney, and the fourth
and final goal was scored by Polly
Tamminga.
The second game on Friday afternoon
was played against Alma. The bulldogs
had earlier in the day upset Calvin by a 21 margin in a flick-off situation. In league
play. Hope had beaten Alma in overtime
by a score of 1-0. As in the league game,
the Dutc^i team dominated the play but
was unable to score against Alma. The
only goal of the g a m e was scored by Mary
Lou Ireland for the Hope spuad and c a m e
• in the first seven minutes of the second
half. This victory allowed Hope to play in
* the finals against Albion, the M1AA
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championship team.
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In league play, Albion beat the Dutch
by an e m b a r r a s s i n g 5-1 score. Hope was
opposed to being beaten so badly again
and held the g a m e to a 0-0 tie in the first^
half The first goal of the g a m e was
scored by Albion's right inner with only The 1980 women's field hockey state champs (photo by Paul Paarlberg)
•> minutes remaining on the clock.
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Ho 11, media expert, lectures

bv Anne Brown
John Holt, author of "How Children
Learn" and "How Children Fa il " brought
his avant-garde views on education to
Hope's campus the afternoon Holt spoke
to students and faculty m e m b e r s on home
schooling, his answer to relieving the
pressures traditional schools put upon
children.
Holt introduced his philosophy by
pointing out the facets, of American
education that he does not believe in.
First on his list was compulsory
education. As Holt explained, "Forcing
(education) destroys the natural inclination to learn." Outer motivation is
substituted for inner motivation and when
a child is force-fed knowledge positive
and negative enforcement become
equivalent to bribes and threats.
According to Holt, you can not compel
anyone to learn. Holt also disagrees with
the myth that learning is separate from
life and therefore, done best alone when
we aren't doing anything else and in a
place where nothing but learning is going
on. In other words, Holt feels schools are
not ideal learning places but instead only
widen the gap betwhen work, play, and
learning. He reasoned that if children do
not make these distinctions, why should
they exist at all?
Finally, Holt complained about the
barriers modern society has put between
the young people and adults in work and

other activities and concerns. As Holt
said, "Schools a r e a device for penning
the youth off from the adult world."
Holt's answer to parents who a r e
unhappy with their children's education
is home schooling. Home schooling is
designed to allow children to learn in
their own home with their family, away
from standard schools and as some Hope
students pointed out, away from other
children. However, Holt contends that
children growing up isolated from other
school age children will not be socially
retarded.
He added that in a small intimate
learning situation children learn to be
tactful, empathetic, and compassionate
whereas children attending a school with
large peer groups of " m o b s " learn to
conform, compete, and to be snobbish.
Another student wondered if home
schooling wouldn't just keep children in a
bubble and prevent them from experiencing socialization as it is in the real
world. Holt replied that the classroom is
not
a
microcosm
of
the
real
world—teasing and picking on each other
does not go on in banks or assembly lines.
Holt said home schooling is "for people
who don't want their children to come
home like a tired business man coming
home from work."
Holt's impressions have been influenced by the fact that all of his
teaching was done in small private
schools where competition is naturally

higher because of parents' high expectations. Perhaps this has limited his
perspective of public education and as a
result he takes it for granted that the
atmosphere of a "concentration c a m p "
looms in public schools as well as private
schools.
When asked to pinpoint specificmeasures teachers could take in the 80's
that would make even a modicum of
change to humanize education, he
responded that first of all, schools need to
be' smaller. Not only would he limit the
size of a high school to 200 students but he
would also weed out the teachers who
can't teach.
Secondly, he would convert schools into
resource centers where the library, industrial a r t s equipment, gymnasium, and
other facilities would be open for
everyone to take advantage of. In this
way society would not be telling children
to go to school but rather inviting them to
enjoy school.
When the "radical educator" was
asked how he would change Hope's
teacher-training program if he were on
the faculty, Holt replied that he believes
student teaching should be implemented
in the freshman year instead of the senior
year of college. He smiled and explained.
"Student teaching in the senior year is
like teaching a person about swimming
methods for three years in a classroom
and then the fourth year saying to them,
and now. here's the pool."

Admissions
policies
to alter
by Keith Grigoletto
If the new admission standards are
met, a younger brother or sister may find
it more difficult to be accepted to Hope.
The admissions department is raising
its standards and becoming more
selective to attract superior students,
explained J a m e s Bekkering, dean for
admissions.
Regardless of the decrease in high
school graduates, Bekkering asserted
confidently. "We still want a bigger piece
of a smaller pie. We feel we're as good as
any other school in the GLCA. We just
need to market the school." Bekkering is
relying heavily on alumni to advertise
Hope.
The admissions department is seeking
1300 applications this year and is confident of reaching that goal. ' T h e cost of
Hope is one of the lowest in the GLCA,"
Bekkering said. "Hope is also outstanding academically, but more than
that, it's a unique institution of higher
learning." He feels that Hope is unique
because it strongly holds onto its
philosophical Christian views. Hope, he
says, is the kind of school that today's
student is looking for.
Although the admissions dean is confident of reaching his goal, he did confess.
"Its going to be tough getting students to
come to Hope. What happens two or three
years from now will be a challenge."

Hopper speaks
on computing

School budget
remains stable

by Rick Dernberger
IP I i
Captain Grace Hopper, of the United
States Navy, spoke yesterday on the
bv Keith Grigoletto
"History of Computing and Languages"
Instructors may be enjoying an 11
and will speak today at ll a.m. on the percent salary increase, according to
topic "Possible Futures of Computing." president Gordon Van Wylen, but it still is
»Although these subjects may sound not quite enough.
rather dry to those people not involved
"We've not been doing a good job of
with the computer science department, making salaries equitable to places
Herbert Dershem, chairman of the elsewhere." said Barry W e r k m a n .
computer science department, claims business manager. "We would really like
that Hopper's talks a r e geared toward all to reward our faculty and staff because
people, regardless of their experience they're doing as good a job as our comwith computers.
petitors."
To computer scientists all over the
"Salaries make up about half of this
country. Hopper is known for her year's 15 million dollar budget," said Van
achievemenU that have advanced the Wylen "Saga food service is next, costing
technology of computers When com
one million six hundred thousand dollars
mmm
? v< .
puters first emerged, the only people who per y e a r . " He further explained how
could program them were those who had complex the designing of the school
mastered
the complex
machine budget really is. Everyone who is even
language. Hopper devised a compiler remotely involved with the budget can
W<
11
system that acted as a translator between make a request v W e work it from the
the computer and the human. Hopper is bottom up,"said Van Wylen " E v e r y unit
also partly responsible for the formation makes its request."
of
Cobol, a computing language that has
After each department, unit, or division
W; *
made businesses more able to use agrees on how much money it will need, it
v
-'
computers.
submits its budget requests to Werkman
Captain Hopper has been the recipient whodesigns the budget.
"
of many honors and awards, including the
Werkman asks for the budget requests
first Computer Sciences "Man-of-the- eight months in advance in case cuts have
mm
Year" Award, numerous honorary to be made. "We look at what they 1 the
Sue Kanta is caught fussing by nosey anchor photographer, (photo by Kandy doctorates, and the Wilbur Lucius Cross
departments) spent last year to see if
Warren)
Medal from Yale Graduate School, where ther're realty out of line.' then they have
she earned her Ph.D. She has published to justify their request. However, he
over 50 technical papers and is currently emphasized the fact that 'Everyone
on active duty on the staff of the Com- cooperates"
mander, Naval Data Automation ComHie budget has remained relatively
mand.
•
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stable considering the inflation rate, and
it remains a vital part of Hope's wcoess.
The future renaina questionable
however. "We're worried
80
percent of our budget comes from
students. A drop in enrollment will hurt
us." said Werkman, reflecting on the
decreasing number of students entering
college.
The Business Manager said, "Increasing tuition would always be a last
result."
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MOCP women's
lecture series
women have a predetermined place in
bv Jill Bowman and Julia Antionetla
,l
society, and that society, and women
A liberated woman is one who feels
i
themselves, have yet to define the true
confident in herself, and is happy in what
and complete role of women
she is doing. She is a person who has a
For the second lecture, "God: Is He a
sense of self."(Belly Ford).
She?"
Paul Fries, local minister of Hope
Concerned students from the Ministry
tminm
Reformed Church, focused his presenof Christ's People decided that Hope's
tation on the idea that people, in general,
students could gain valuable insiphts
are "making God appear too small. He
through allending and participating fn a
suggests that perhaps people ought to reseries of lectures concerning women's
evaluate their preconceived notions about
changing status in society.
God because it is quite possible that Cod
.Jane Terpstra and Bill Godin organized
has female characteristics. Professor
ihis endeavoi because they are concerned
Fries of l ei's us a comprehensible exwith the lack of inlormalion that Hope
•diNi
ir n and women liave on women s planation (hat Cod is neither a 'mart nor
rather. "God is a divine
These houses will he lorn down to make
aliernative liteslyle possibililies. ]l»e>^ a "woman
being
who
meets
us
as
persons."
a.-id others wanted to share with the Hope
(photoby Kandy Warren)
Kloise
Van
Heest
communicated
her
College community in an exploration of
ideas on "Motivation, Decision-making,
women's roles, biased stereotypes ol
and More" a^ the linal segment in the
women, and a B»biical critique of the
series. She spoke on a wide arra> of
traditional masculine image of God.
topics, but she particularly stressed the
Terpstra and Godin leel that Hope
importance of appreciating the quality of
College students a r e generally unaware
a woman's performance in society, of
ol iemale discrimination on campus and
bringing this issue to the attention ol all
in society. Because of the small size and
women, and most importantly, to speak
traditional atmosphere of the campus,
byS. D. Van Eyi
they sense that lew students are being well of other women.
When Sligh F u r n i t u r e Company,
"Many times women a r e the most
exposed to these problems.
located on the east side of campus, has
critical of themselves." she says.
The series spotlighted J a n e Dickie,
moved to its new home in the Holland
Because this trial run met with a good
professor of Psychology, as its first
Industrial Park, Hope will become the
response. Terpstra and Godin arr. op
speaker. In her lecture entitled "Last
owner of the present grounds and
timistic about the possibility of sponchance talk; The century of Hope for the
building. Two houses on Eleventh St. and
soring more lectures that will serve to
Women of Hope." she spoke on the
adjacent to the Sligh building have also
provide the Hope community with a
assumptions and forces that cheat women
been purchased to provide parking space.
broader view ol women's roles in our
out of fulhlling their total potential.
The Sligh building will be remodeled to
rapidly changing world
Dickie expounded on the stereotype that
accommodate the Art department and
the maintenance department which are
now in the old Husk Buildmgon Eighth St
. a" •
>•.' "vw-v:
iv?? d4,.
v- T X&.i rk-.w
It is believed that having the Art
^,v:w .
ramnus
. deoavirpent c loser to 1
:
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series last

week, (photo by Kathy Jenks)

Opus reading ghostly
and a spectrum of vocal and facial expressions, Verduin succeeded in convincing the audience that she was
surrounded by a foul, metamophosing,
yellow and white wallpaper—and that she
most certainly grew more insane by the
moment, as the yellow-stained paper
breathed a life of its own.
To conclude the evening, several
students, Lynn Dunkle, Jean Hunt,
Richard Kuhrt, Kirk McMurray, Micheal
Walters, Meg Webb, and John Van Alsten
dramatized a selection extracted from
Accompanied by the hissing and
Vincent O'Sullivan's short story, "When I
bubbling of "cauldrons," Ann Radtke
was dead." Van Alsten was super as a
opened with a sprightly recitation of the
Scrooge-type workaholic who got the
poem "Little Orphan Annie," and later
opportunity to view as a third party his
gave a reading of "The Highwayman," a
friends' reactions to his death. The
murderous, gripping poem by Alfred
audience was left "laughing in the face of
Noyes.
death," as well as at the spector's unFor the evening's second event, a
successful attempts to convince his
pleasant lion, Mary DeYoung, sat to read
by candlelight a condensed verson of friends that he was not dead.
Congratulations to Opus editor Kirk
Poe's "Hopfrog". Her true feline ferocity
McMurray for an enjoyable night of chills
emerged, however, as the story grew
. „
more intense. It ultimately led to fiery and gore.
Join the Opus staff's next artistic forum
death for a king and his seven ministers
Thursday, Nov. 13 at 9 p.m. in DeWitt's
to the delight of the plot's ingenious
studio theatre.
mastermind, Hopfrog the dwarf.

Leslie Ortquisl
Salem, Massachusetts, 16—? No.
Believe it or not, the supernatural lurked
in Holland, Michigan the night of Oct. 30,
1980!
In t h e
dark,
misty,
glaring—pumpkin
atmosphere
of
DeWitt's Studio Theatre, Opus' annual
Halloween reading was an eerie success.

The highlight of the evening was the
captivating performence of Francis
Perkins-Gilman's monologue,
The
Yellow Wallpaper", by Kathleen Verduin, assistant professor of English. With
a bare minimum of props—a chair, a
table, a candle, a journal, and a s h a w l -

Coming Soon: Dr. Duds
Central Skate Station
406 Central Ave.
396-4864

' ji»ji W "V ^

To save even more money in the longterm operations of the college, the administration has also discussed and
approved the installation of a rental trash
compactor on the newly acquired
premises The compactor could be
operalional next spring it the wea'her
coop^t ai' s and a cement slab can be
poui
it1 :'iie next few weeks.
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Kloisc Van Heest lectures on changing roles of women in MOCP lecture

have a beneficial effect upon the
department's image and identity and that
there will be substantial savings in time
and energy for the maintenance department.

ii

returns to play the same role he starred in
as a Hope student ten years ago. His
residency is being supported by the
Cultural Affairs and Patrons Programs.
The remainder of the cast will be composed of Hope students and local children.
Stepping off the stage and into the
technical area for this production is
student Jon Hondorp, who will be
designing the set. Jon, most recently seen
ticket.
.
as Birdboot in "The Real Inspector
This increase in the seasonal offerings
Hound,"also designed the set for last
(last year Hope only produced two plays)
years production of "She Stoops to
reflects what Ms. Smith calls "a response
Conquer" and acted in Hopes's Summer
to the needs of the students and the
community." What this means for local Repertory Company last s u m m e r
"AChristmas Carol" opens Dec. 3, with
theatre patrons is an extended season of
a special, limited seating performance
entertainment, ranging from absurdist
for the long time patrons of Hope College
comedy to moral drama to the classic
Theatre. A number of invitations will be
yuletide story of Dickens.
sent to people who, according to Ms.
Rehearsals for the Frederick Gaines
Smith, have been "financially and
adaption of "A Christmas Carol" began
morally supportive" of the program. "A
just days after the set for the "The Real
Christmas Carol" continues Dec. 4-6 and
Inspecter
Hound"
came
down.
also runs Dec. 8-13. In addition to the
Highlighting the theatre department's
regular evening performances, there will
"Christmas present to the college and the
be two special matinees at 2:00 p.m. on
community," will be the return of
professional New York actor Tom the 6th and the 13th.
After Christmas break, the second half
Tammi. Tammi, a former Hope student,
of the season begins with Arthur Miller's
will play the role of Scrooge. He is a
"The Crucible." a contemporary parable
veteran of film and television with such
(continued on p. o)
credits as the PBS Forsythe series. He

by Timothy Shaffer
"Tlie theatre department is alive and
well!", according to Joyce Smith, theatre
office co-ordinalor. With a well-received
run of "The Real Inspector Hound," now
history, Hope Theatre celebrates its tenth
year in the DeWitt cultural center with a
revival of Charles Dickens' "A Christmas
Carol," the second show in a four season
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Safety info needed
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The recent incidents
grabbings and exposings

of

keep students informed in the
future by contacting the
department of Public Safety each
week to find out if any such ocw are
currences have taken place, and
^ further incidents,
reporting them back to the
x
student body. We urge other
We are concerned with the lack campus communications media
of information to Hope students to join in this effort.
in the area of such sexually
related incidents. It is absolutely
Public Safety will soon conduct
a program to inform Hope
women of dangerous situations
and safety precautions. This is a
much-needed program, yet it
should not be limited to women.
Men as well must be informed in
the area of safety; furthermore,
they can play a vital role in the
effort to maintain a safe enimperative that students know vironment.
the facts as soon as possible
concerning these problems.
Also, it cannot be stressed
It is up to Public Safety to enough that every such incident
inform the students, through any should be reported, no matter
available means, of these in- how " e m b a r r a s s i n g " or
cidents. It is only through an "trivial." The more information
informed realization of the the authorities have, the sooner
dangers involved that students the individual or individuals
will be prompted to take the involved will be found.
precautions which prevent
assaults.
The key is awareness; students
must take it upon themselves to
Off-campus students in par- be aware of what is happening,
ticular are in need of in- and to know what to ao when
formation. Being somewhat these incidents occur. Public
isolated from the normal routes Safety must keep the students
of information flow on campus, informed, and must be parthey may be less informed than ticularlv sensitive to the special
on-campus students concerning needs of off-campus students.
the need for safety precautions,
and it is they who have the
The time has come for the facts
test risk, often walking to concerning grabbings and exfir off-campus homes alone posures to be broukl
brought out of
late at night.
hidi
ding. Students must know,
The anchor will do its part to They
tievhav
liave that right.

m

r

Concern about safety
In the past week there have been some
incicenls which
should cause some
concern on the part of the Hope community. These have involved co-eds being
molested on and near campus.
This
problem
is
nothing
new—numerous Hope women have been
attacked over a long period of time.

E v e n year we hear vague references
made to such incidents. At times Public
Safely or the Dean of Student s Office has
responded with pleas to students to be
very careful—that there are dangers
lurking in our midst. But. the problem
persists—the message is not getting
across
Hope women do not invite or

Hope phone system disastrous
It has come to my attention that the
school s phone system will not allow me
to call the National Sportsline provided
by the Bell System After the presidential
debate, viewers were asked to call a
special ABC News number with their
opinion of who benefited the most from
the debate.
After spending twenty minutes attempting to attain access to an outside
lu*. 1 managed to get a Michigan Bell
operator. She lokl me that neither our
phone system or pay ulephoues (unless
cash is used in pay phones > can reach a
M number, and they can only be called
by direct dialing.
This means that Hope students who
wish to can a number of State of Mkhigan
or L S, Government information service
nurohers must do so off campus'
Currently there are only a few of
numbers in operation, (ie) Michigan
Stele Lottery Line. National Sportsfine.
Jean Dixon's Uorwcepe Line. etc. But
within the next few nxotfas. many of our
available infcrmatioa numbers will be
switched to SW numbers
According to the 19M41 Pwsmal

Campus Directory 1 sent to all on-campus
residtnts 1 the students are supposed to
h a w this service available i p.4».

When is Hope College going to come out
of the dark ages and discover that some
students would prefer to call loi«distance without the common half hour
wait- The few new lines added to show
that the school is doing something about
the problem has made an unoticeable
difference in the number of people mho
"receive permission" to call home to
Mom and Dad
Maybe we should realiie the
significance of ow poor system. Last
year, frantic attempts were made bv a
PfaeipB resifeat to caU for meibcal help.

After eight mimtes of frustntug ifaKng
and re-dialing for an operator or an
outside hoe, a Hope operator was finally
raached tad a call was placed to the
Holland Police Departroeni The death
that resulted may pocsibtv have been
prevented - at least the' eight extra
nunutes of needlessly suffered agoap
could have been prevented had a working
Phone been available and medical hrfp
been there more qwckly - eight minutes!

If this can happen while calling the
Police Department about a dog getting
hit. just think what an embarrassing
mess this could be for Hope had this been
an mjured person.
At that time, Phelps had one pav phone
and that was out of order. Even when that
does work, only one phone for 150
residents is not very adequate.

The fact that we cannot call an operator
from our room phones between midnight
and WM. or even call a Michigan Bell
operator anytime u hours a day (tn
dialing » for an outside line and then 0—
five seconds of dead sound and then a
busy signal will come on), is appallu^ to
those of us who come from "Modern
crv-ihiation in the United States, where
in most of the remotest areas, one can
simply pick up the phone and dial 0 for Ma
Bell.
Hmr about letting us caU Ma and Pa al
home and let us reach outside help when
necessary , without the cost of operator
assistance and sa\T us the money that we

are trying to saw through this strii^Hmthe-end-cf-*-tiiKau»-"phcme system,"

" a s k " for trouble; most simply underestimate
the
problem.
Announcements of specific events, while not
putting the students" involved privacy on
the line, would be good, continual
reminders to the c a m p u s community that
problems a r e very real and recurring
RAs may sometimes provide this information. but this does not reach the
hundreds of students living off-campus,
nor those who do not read the bulletins on
their RA s door.
The problem will continue to rage on
unless the incidents a r e reported for all to
see. As it is now. most of the women who
will be harassed and or molested in the
next few weeks a r e now unaware of that
potentiality.
A Concerned off-campus
Male Student
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Ghost ballot
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Hope's last word on
the Presidential campaign
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by Amy Purvis
Hopeites following the traffic pattern
across the Pine Grove between classes on
Halloween paused at the President's
house to cast a 44 ghost ballot" with the
wrappers from peanut butter kisses. It
was a perfect Indian s u m m e r day; as
students shuffled through piles of leaves
in good humor, they enjoyed the
traditional trick-or-treat offering from
the Van Wylens. And perhaps they took
for granted this further example of the
permeation by the 1980 Presidential
campaign into yet another facet of the
American experience.
Most students cast their votes easily
and immediately; a simple reiteration of
an already decided question. A few
grabbed a peanut butter kiss and
apathetically threw the wrapper on the
ground or shoved the wrapper into a
pocket.
One student, obviously an ardent
supporter of his candidate, looked both
ways before he confiscated a fistful of
peanut butter kisses and unwrapped them
quickly, pushing the wrappers into the
proper box and shoving all of the candy
into his mouth at once. He was a con-

iWp

spicuously political animal as he hurried
toward Lubbers Hall, furiously chewing
his juicy, overstuffed mouthful.
A group of anarchists, the Pine Grove
squirrels, invaded the basket of candy
many times during the day, according to
Mrs. Van Wylen. The mischievous group
of squirrels scattered the peanut butter
kisses across the path, thus depriving
Hopeites of their right and responsibility
to vote. Perhaps the squirrels were undermining democracy...?
At the end of the day, a concerned
political analyst might have made interesting predictions based on the
number of wrappers cast for each candidate or, more precisely, the number of
orange and black wrappers for the
respective candidates. However, Mrs.
Van Wylen smiled as she carried the
"ghost balloting" away. She didn't count
the ballots. That would have ruined the
spirit.

f
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The 1980 Presidential campaign has
ended. Perhaps "ghost balloting" was
one of the most memorable and profound
comments on the Presidential campaign
made on campus this year.

Holmes shatters stigma
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Art's visual language
What has become a quick solution to a
lack of understanding about art is to say
derstanding
of formal aeithetics
and
that there are no real standards by which
I don't want to be aware
of it or
we m a k e visual judgements, that art is
make that my problem.
That is n o t
about taste, a matter of preference.
the problem.
Those
things
are
Try telling a mathematician that the
solveable.
I solved them beautifully.
multiplication tables a r e the going fad,
only one preference in any number of
What makes a tight circle or a tight
little square box m o r e of an In- possible systems. He knows from doing
mathematics that 2x7 is always 14 and
tellectual
statement
than something
that it cannot possibly i barring a peculiar
done emotionally,
I don't know.
Art
philosophical bend) be annything else.
is an essence,
a center.
I am inThough aesthetic judgements a r e not
terested
in solving
an
unknown
subject to the s a m e sorts of analytic proof
factor of life.
My life and art have
as mathematics, it becomes clear to the
not been separated.
They have been
artist that some things simply do not
together.
work as well as others, that there a r e real
Eva Hesse solutions to visual equations.
The problem-then, that faces the a r t s in
by Mark Holmes
It may well be that of all the disciplines an academic community is that the only
way to learn about art is by exposure, by
which comprise the liberal a r t s canon,
looking and seeing. It is diffucult, for all
the visual a r t s are the most foreign to the
sorts of reasons, both political and
common citizen of academia. There is, of
mechanical • to allow the degree of excourse, no good reason for this being the
case. Over the last several thousand posure that promotes understanding. My
own work (sculpture displayed in the
years a myth, has grown up around art
moat outside Dewitt) is an attempt, to
and artists that has m a d e it virtually
make at least some art accessible to
impossible for the modern artist to rid
anyone else who is interested enough to
himself of a cultural stigma, of which
obsession, depression, and a 57 chevy are look.
Tliis work is by no means an attempt to
the prime symptons.
be on the cutting edge of contemporary
Most of the ways we have learned to .
sculpture. It might in fact, by some well
think about art and artists only serve to
informed standards, be somewhat conobscure any articulate vision of whatever
ventional. .What gives it worth is not that
it is that artists really do (which is not at
it is highly innovative; it is not, or that it
all strange.)
.
.
is well crafted ( I could be building sports
An artist, like anyone else who is
cars). The real value of this sculpture is
concerned with ideas, deals in knowledge.
that 1) I m a d e it, 2) It is a personal inThis "knowledge", though, is somewhat
tegration of forms and meaning the
different than other sorts of "knowing
context for which is my life and 3) They
things" that people do; it is an unare nice things and it is good to look at
derstanding of how things look or how
nice things.
things seem to be.
Many artists refer to their work as
"visual language," which may be more
misleading than helpful; art is not simply
another way to say the s a m e sorts of
things that we might otherwise say in
Concerned obout pregnancy?
English or Swahili. The "language" of art
is essentially different than other sorts of
Confidential
Free pregnancy
media, we can not recite the alphabet
Ask for Sharon
testing
without causing something else to happen, without beginning to say something
I

have

o

confidence

in

my

un-

NEED HELP?

meaningful.

Call Ext. 2362

Anderson hopeful casts vote in Halloween Van Wylen polls, (photo by Lora Rector)

Perovich
discusses
science

Tiesenga review
distorts Bible

Hope philosophy p r o f e s s o r Nick
Perovich will lecture on the topic,
"Realism, Revolution, and the Purpose of
Science," at a dinner meeting of the
Philosophy Forum on Wednesday, Nov.
12.

The purpose of this lecture will be to
introduce students to some current topics
of philosophical discussion about the
scientific enterprise. It will be directed
toward students in the sciences who may
have little or no background in
philosophy.
This meeting of the Philosophy Forum
will be in the Phelps Conference Room.
Dinner will be served at 5 p.m. Information about about signing up (no
charge to students, whether on boawl or
not! is available from any member of the
philosophy department. For any who
wish to come only for the lecture, it will
begin at approximately 6:15 p.m.

In his review last week, Mr. Tiesenga
so managed to distort the Christian faith,
pervert its relationshop to public policy
and mistake the position of many contemporary saints that a mockery was

made of clear thinking and a disservice
done to this campus.
In the future I would suggest that the
author spend time working among the
poor and the oppressed before he att e m p t s to t r e a t " t h e i r " problem
theologically, else despense with the
Bible completely so that he may be free to
espouse his right-wing drivel with integrity.
Sincerely,
Gene Sutton

10% Off Reg. Prices
With Hope I.D.
NEW SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED!
Wide Variety of Merchandise
To Choose From

% el a r t e s a n o
jewelry . . . woolens . . . leather^. . . chambaware • * •
baskets . . . wood carvings . w a l l hangings •
Direct I m p o r t w r t of C o k x n b i a n H a n d i c r a f t i
19 Eost 8th. Hollgnd, M k h l q o n 396'4166
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of "repressed guilt and witch-hunts."
Written in the early years of the McCarthy era, Miller's drama attacks the
"witch-hunts" of the early 50's through
the historical drama of the Salem witch
trials.
Hopes production, playing March 6, 7,
and 10-14, m a r k s the return of department head George Ralph from a semester
sabbatical. Mr. Ralph, who has been with
the Hope Theatre, will make his directorial debut in DeWitt's main theatre.
With "The Cubicle" the production will
also see the return of Rich Smith as set
and costume designer, the latter being
handled by Barb Inglehart for the
production of "A Christmas Carol."
Hope's final show, French playwright
Eugene lonesco's "Rhinoceros" centers
around one m a n ' s attempt to maintain his
individuality in a world "that has succumbed to the beauty of brute force,
natural energy and mindlessness."
lonesco's absurdist comedy reflects,
according to critic Derek Prouse, "a
savage commentary on the absurdity of
the human condition made bearable by
self-delusion.
Hope College French professor John
Creviere will direct "Rhinoceros." Mr.
Creviere has functioned in that capacity
before at Hope, directing the 1974
production of de Ghelderode's "Red
Magic." Mr. Creviere is considered an
American authority on the works of de
Ghelderode.
The curtain opens on "Rhinoceros"
April 24th and the show continues the 25th
and April 28-May 2.
All performances for Hope Theatre
production begin at 8.00 p.m., with the
exception of matinees. The prices are
$4.00 for adults, $3.00 for senior citizens,
and $2.00 for students and children. The
box office opens two weeks before every
performance.
Hope's expanded theatre program this
year offers something for almost
everyone: intellectual stimulation as well
as family entertainment.

by Edward Tiesenga
The opening program of the Albertus C.
Van Raalte Lecture Series will feature
Arthur I. Melvin, executive director of
the^Century III Foundation of Oak Brook,
IL on Thursday, Nov. 13 during Community Hour. The series is sponsored by
the Young Americans for Freedom.
Melvin, who describes himself as an
axiologist, philosopher and educator
(A.P.E.), will be speaking about the
Valuing Analysis Theory.
The sponsors of the Albertus C / V a n
Raalte series have been in contact with

and His plan for humanity as revealed in
the Bible. With his scientific training, he
sees no inconsistency between God's
revealed program, history and empirical
evidence gained from scientific research.
Melvin has been described as "either
naive, confused, informed, courageous,or
inspired-or some combination of these--"
in his commitment to help people
everywhere, through non-threatening
personal reflection, to discover the latent
matrix of moral common sense inherent
within themselves and from that essential
starting point, to proceed on a logical

y
Melvin for some time, and have found
him to be a most interesting person. He
claims to be the son of a woman who was
born a naked savage in a foreign country,
also that he entered the U. S. a s an illegal
immigrant late at night at the age of 11
months, finally gaining derivative
citizenship through his mother at age 16.
Because he was foreign-born, he has
accepted the fact that he can never
become President.
•
Melvin will tell you he is five feet, 19^
inches tall and wears size 131-AAA shoes.
He is concerned by the lack of equality
demonstrated by clothing stores which do
not normally stock an equal variety of
clothes to fit him.
Upon graduation from Wheaton College
with high honors in chemistry and
edflcation in 1941, Melvin entered the
business world. He worked with the
Kodak Corporation in the U.S. and
Hawaii, then with Servicemaster as a
vice president, and finally with a
marketing consulting firm, helping to
create and establish over 2,000 franchised
business entities, including Mr. Steak.
During World War II he served on Admiral Nimitz's staff in the Pacific.
He helped create the not-for-profit
r e s e a r c h and education foundation
Century III 15 years ago. He furthermore
has a simple and complete faith in God

program in order to reduce confusion,
reconcile conflict, and restore confidence
in the wise and powerful Author of life.
With his wife Marian, Melvin has
c o o r d i n a t e d 235 Valuing Analysis
workshops from California to Rhode
Island over the past ten years, involving
more than 5000 people. He returned to
Northwestern University in 1976 to
subject the moral valuing process and
measuring instruments developed over
the first ten years of his work to academic
scrutiny and to hear recommendations
for improvements. He was awarded a
Ph. D. in education in 1979.
"Valuing is," in contrast to the notion
that one must be terminally ill or
similiarly situated in order to make
significant value judgments, "an integral
part of our lives." according to Melvin.
Every student and faculty member here
at Hope is involved in a continual process
of making value judgments:
"Communists are n e a t . " "let's get wasted."
"this is a good salad." and so on
The implication is that each person
possesses some kind of an internal
standard against which he or she compares sensory input and. makes a
judgment. The obvious question arises:
"Are your valuing judgments frequently
based on illusion or confusion, or do you

personally have a firm grip on the
principles of measurable reality which
form the essential structural parts of a
(fommon moral norm accepted, upon
reflection, as desireable by 80-90% of the
Hope community?"
If one is in the latter category, can one
describe this norm so others can understand and a g r e e with you 0
When
people live together in a community,
whose value judgements a r e and should
be controlling the affairs of the community, mineor yours? Why?
Especially in a democracy, consensus
is important. Consensus will eventually
determine public policy. Should decisions
affecting the group be based on financial
leverage, political clout, emotional
demands, or is there a common sense
norm to guide desireable behavior in
every case?
These are some questions to think
about. Guy DeBrock has suggested that
we are becoming a nation of "technical
giants and moral idiots." Unless the
members of a community agree on the
essential parts of an explicit moral
standard, they can only expect moral
'ncompetence, confusion, and conflict
On the other hand, when group members
understand and accept a common sense
norm to identify desireable behavior,
each individual possesses greater confidence and freedom.
In preparation for Melvin's visit, a
three-part survey concerning valuing is
being conducted on campus. Surveys will
be available in the dining hall for students
to complete while they eat. Most people
can complete the survey in 10 to 15
minutes.
On November 13 the survey results will
be reported, comparing Hope College
responses to the national means to date
Students are encouraged to take the
survey and to be included in the survey
results.
The pre-test results from
thissurvey do not necessarily reflect
one's morality or intelligence. Rather,
they indicate the degree of consensus
concerning the moral norm which exists
within a community.

OUTDOOR
FOOTGEAR
Men's b r o w n
Women's
brown
and
nqvy

$27.00
Waterproof gear with a fleece insole
that is the perfect solution to sloppy weather.
Available in full sizes.
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Melvin

Your
Dining Location
During
Parents' Weekend
reservations unnecessary

51 East 8th Strttt, Holland

<78 Eosf Sixteenth Str««t
W«st ©I US-31

392-3017

Grabbings
reported
(continued

from p. 1)

take, Public Safety will soon conduct an
a w a r e n e s s program to educate Hope
women
about
additional
safety
precautions and self-defense measures.
As part of this program, meetings will
be held in each dormitory housing
women. A s e p a r a t e meeting will be held
with off-campus women to meet their
special concerns. "We hope the meetings
will help to combat the problems which
a r e occurring," emphasized Bareman.
Both this semester and in the past,
Bareman feels the awareness on campus
of incidents and the programs available
to deal with them have not been adequate.
"We have not been able to formally do
enough in the p a s t , " he added. Through
the program outlined above he hopes to
alleviate these past inadequacies.
B a r e m a n urges students to report any
incident immediately. Public Safety must
know about the grabbings and exposures
in order to investigate the problem
thoroughly and to end the rash of incidents plaguing the c a m p u s community.

Visiting fellow

Nykerk
Cup
7
r this Saturday
7
by Julie Antonietta
This y e a r ' s Nykerk competition will be
held Saturday, November 8 at 8 p.m. at
the Holland Civic Center.
The evening's activities will be
preceded by a church service on Friday
night for Nykerk participants, families,
and friends. Saturday morning all participants a r e invited to the breakfast.
Nykerk general chairperson is Terry
Proos. The song coaches a r e Mary Soeter
and Nancy Highlander for the f r e s h m a n ;
Sue Ward and Sue Weener-Van Dop a r e
directing the sophomore song.
The f r e s h m a n song is "The Rhythm of
Life,".and the sophomore song is entitled
"Choose Something Like a Star "

.
j
i
scheduled tor

Teresa Renaud and Julie Garlinghouse
are coaching Julie Vandy Bogurt, the
f r e s h m a n orator, while Lisa Raak and
Meg Biggerstaff a r e coaching the
sophomore orator, Elona Van Gent. The
topic for the oration is, "The conflict
between Idealism and Reality
Julie Reinhardt and Sharon McKee a r e
directing the freshman play, " F r e d and
the Bed," which is a takeoff from the
play, "Once Upon A Mattress". The
sophomore play, "A Wrinkle in Time."
was adapted from the novel of the s a m e
n a m e and will be directed by the
sophomore coaches Terri Turpin and
Vickie Wilson.
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'84 song coaches Nancy Highlander and Mary Soeter w a r m up their crew in
preparation for Saturday's Nykerk cup competition, (photo by Randy Warren)
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by Elizabeth Dodd
Last year Hope recieved a grant from
the National Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
Foundation. This grant was to make
possible the visit of two distinguished
Visiting Fellows a year, ideally one per
semester.
Last spring a f t e r a very successful first
year of the grant the student population
was polled on what type of speakers they
would like to see on campus. Most of the
students surveyed felt that the program
should make special efforts in obtaining
minority and women speakers.
Arrangements began immediately for
this fall's fellow, but due to medical
problems
the s p e a k e r
originally
scheduled for this fall was unable to
come. At that time a search began immediately
for
an
appropriate
replacement. Unfortunately, none of the
fellows in the a r e a s considered of
g r e a t e s t interest to students were
available for the week that had been set
aside for the visit.
Plans have now been m a d e for having
two Woodrow Wilson Fellows spring
semester, one in F e b r u a r y and one in
April. Simon Bourgin will be on campus
in F e b r u a r y ; he was the gentleman
originally scheduled for the fall semester.
As yet the fellow to a p p e a r in April has
not been named, but four different women
a r e now under consideration.

HOLLAND^

by Ingrid Anderson and Anne Brown
Last month the Rpman Catholic bishops
issued a guideline which requires
Catholics to go through a six month
waiting period prior to m a r r i a g e in which
they would r e c e i v e m a r r i a g e instructions. This week, we asked 46 Hope
students. "Would you support the implementation of this guideline 0 " The
results were as follows:

The majority of students who answered " n o " mentioned that their
freedom to choose was being violated.
One student said, " E v e r y couple has to
make their own choices and 1 wouldn't
want any church infringing upon these
choices." Others felt the waiting time was
not necessary and would not make much
difference in the quality of the marriage.
Among those who f a v o r e d the
guideline, many commented that the
waiting period would give young couples
a chance to evaluate their relationship,
and this in turn c o u l d / e d u c e the number
if divorces. "Too many m a r r i a g e s are
ruined because they happen too fast,"
commented a Hope student.
Since this ruling just went into effect, it
will be difficult to predict how Catholics
will react to it,'and if they do accept it,
how it will affect the longevity and quality
of future m a r r i a g e s .
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by Kim Mooi
If anyone was strolling by Dimnent
Chapel last Sunday evening around 8
p.m.,they might have thought from the
number of Cars lining College Avenue and
the many people passing through the
chapel doors, that the Vesper Services

Chapel Choir
and Symphonette

irOTl(Sw_J
had been changed to the first week-end of
November. Those people gathered within
the chapel walls, however, were not there
to celebrate Christmas, but rather to join
the Chapel Choir and Symphonette in
their celebration of music with the Bach
cantata, "The Lord is Sun and Shield."

concert memorable
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After the string, brass and woodwind
sections fiinished tuning, the symphonette opened the program by sounding
the first notes of "The Shepherd King
O v e r t u r e , " by Wolfgang A m a d e u s
Mozart. The melody, recurring continuously throughout the piece, started to
take on a familiar ring as it alternated
back and forth between the brass and
string sections.
"Introduction and Scherzo from Hymn
of P r a i s e , " by Felix Mendelssohn, was
the symphonette's second selection.
Beginning with the broad, mellow tones of
a trombone, the piece eventually
assumed a more uplifting beat with the
addition of a gently tapped triangle.
With three synchronous beats, the
symphonette's final solo number came to
a close. No sooner had the members laid
their instruments in their laps, then the
choir loft behind them became filled with
colorful splashes of the red. yellow,
orange and purple robes belonging to the
chapel choir.
The number the choir sang preceding
the cantata was another Mozart piece
entitled "Regina Coeli." With violin bows
sweeping across the strings, the choir
concluded their first number with a series
of beautifully blended ''Alleluias."
Following this grandiose introduction,
three soloists. Joyce Morrison—soprano,
Vicki Luyendyk—alto, and Robert
Speaker—bass, took their seats on the
stage. After the choir boldly proclaimed
in song that "The Lord is a Sun and
Shield", Vicki Luyendyk. accompanied
by a h a r p s i c h o r d , resounded the
message.
The choir, expanding on the theme,
followed the soloist's piece with the
familiar chorale, "Now Thank We All Our
God." The pounding sounds of the timpani drums in the background supplied
the definite rhythm for the number.
Once more the sweet chords of the
harpsichord were heard when Robert
Speaker and Joyce Morrison, combining
their voices, filled the auditorium from
ceiling to floor with" the words, "O my
God, forsake thy people nevermore."
The melody and words of the piece and
p a r t i c u l a r l y the addition of the harpsichord, seemed to accent the chapel's
gothic qualities. Surrounded by music
from the choir and symphonette and the
• stained glass windows and high ceilings
of the chapel, one seated in the audience
may almost have felt he was being
carried 500 years back into the past.
Thus, as the choir, soloists, and symphonette joined together for the closing
chorale, one may have found hiTnself
becoming more assured of the fact that
Dimnent Chapel was not simply a part of
a college campus in Holland, Michigan,
but rather a magnificent sanctuary of old
Germany. And the'numbers sung by the
choir and symphonette were not merely
for entertainment's sake, but to celebrate
the Reformation Festival for which the
cantata was originally written.

IRC Food Fair
tomorrow

,

31 East Eiahth Street
Holland

Downtown on Holland't Mall
Mon., Thurt. and Fri. 9:30 • 9
Tuot.. Wed. and Sot. 9:30-5:30

The International Relations Club is
preparing for its grand feast, the International Food Fair, to be held
tomorrow at 7 p.m.in the Kletz.
IRC members will prepare food dishes
from Germany, Hong Kong, J a p a n ,
Taiwan, Argentina, Iran, China and
Chile.
.Coupons are good for three different
dishes and a r e available from IRC
m e m b e r s or at the door tomorrow
evening. Coupons will also be on sale
tOiday in Dewitt from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Price is $1. Further information can be
obtained by calling Masoomeh, ext. 6144.
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"It's still true, as H.P. Lovecraft
I
put it, that 'no amount of
rationalization, reform or
Freudian analysis can quite annul |
the thrill of a chimney-comer
whisper or the lonely wood.'"

Ghosts,

<0

goblins, and

w
S
Oi

things that go
bump in the night
The following
Halloween
article,
written
by assistant
professor
of
English
Kathleen
Verduin,
was
published In the Oct. 26 Issue of the
Grand Rapids Press, In their Sunday
"Wonderland
Magazine."
*

by Kathleen Verduin
Why do we love ghost stories?
Maybe it's because, as Russell Kirk has
suggested, they preserve a spiritual,
essentially religious picture of the world
and a s s u r e us that evil can, 'by bell, book
and candle, literally or symbolically,' be
conquered and controlled.
Or, a s another scholar insists, ghost
stories suit our d a r k e r moments, when we
think the universe is wicked, meaningless
and out to get us.
In any case, the good old scary story is
likely to be with us a long time yet: It's
still true, as H.P. Lovecraft put it, that 4no
amount of rationalization, reform or
Freudian analysis can quite annul the
thrill of a chimney-corner whisper or the
lonely wood.'
Ghost stories have been around for a
long time.
The Old Testament records how the
prophet Samuel was summoned from
beyond the g r a v e by the power of the
Witch of Endor.
Journeys into the underworld a r e
common in ancient literature: Ulysses
makes one, a s does the Roman hero
Aeneas, and the old Mesopotamian 'Epic
of Gilgamesh' describes the world of the
dead in weird detail a s a place of
bedraggled and dust-covered birds.
Pliney the Younger (A.D. 62-113),
Roman consul and orator, wrote to one of
his friends about a haunted house complete with clanking chains and a bearded
spook distinctly inhospitable:
4
The wretched occupants would spend
fearful nights awake in terror; lack of
sleep led to illness and then death as their
dread increased, for even during the day,
when the apparion had vanished, the
memory of it was in their mind's eye, so
their terror remained a f t e r the cause of it
had gone.' The house was soon put up for
sale
What's behind any ghost story, of
course, is m a n ' s curiosity about death
and what may lie beyond it.
Most
primitive
cultures
have
speculated that every soul must und e r t a k e some sort of journey into the next
world.
In Zoroastrian belief, the soul of a
person who died was believed to hover
n e a r its discarded body three days, then
face judgement on the Bridge of the
Requiter' where Rashu the Righteous
impartially weighed its good and evil
deeds.
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The Aztecs imagined a mystical
passage by way of 'the two clashing
mountains,' 'the lair of the green lizard'
a n d ' t h e place of the winds that drive with
obsidian knives.'
Proper funerary rites and burial or
cremation were considered essential for a
good send-off; a s we know from much of
the literature of antiquity, the spirit of an
unburied corpse was most likely to
trouble the living.
As Christianity began to make inroads
into Europe, theology mixed freely with

them by prayers to departed saints and
masses for the dead.
The Protestant Reformation changed
all that. As Julia Briggs points out in
'Night Visitors/ her study of the English
ghost story, Protestants repudiated the
existence of Purgatory, imagined to be
the home of wandering spirits, and with it
the belief in ghosts as real beings. Spirits
might still be seen, all right, but if they
were, it was due to the work of the Devil,
At this point in history, the ghost
storyas sch begins to be what we have
come to expect: not a true-life account of
the soul's persistence a f t e r death, but a
shivery m a t t e r darkened by malice and
evil.
Officially rejected, the belief in perceptible connections between life and
death thus began to cut itself off from
religious orthodoxy and re-establish its

"What's behind any ghost story,
of course, is man's curiousity
about death and what may
lie beyond it."
folklore and superstition, and old beliefs
about the soul's post-funeral journey
became linked with the Roman Catholic
doctrine of P u r g a t o r y .
.An old English ballad, 'The Lyke-Wake
Dirge' (Lyke meaning 'corpse'), takes
the soul through an eerie field of thorns,
across t h e ' B r i d g e of D r e a d ' a n d then to
T u r g a t o r y fire'—where his a c t s of
charity in life would stand the traveler in
good stead.:
'If ever thou gavest meat or drink,
The Fire shall never make thee shrink;
If meat or drink thou never gav'st none,
The Fire shall burn thee to the bare bone.'
For medieval Christians, Purgatory
provided an orthodox foundation for
inherited beliefs regarding wandering
and perhaps tormented spirits.
The
worlds of the living and the dead were
parts of a great whole: one could bridge

links with folklore.
Denied by the educated, beliefs about
ghosts continued to flourish in rural
areas, among the Welsh, the Irish and the
Scottish higWanders.
Many 19th-century tellers of ghost
tales, such as Sir Walter Scott, had to go
to these a r e a s to find material.
One of the best ghost-story writers of all
time, Joseph Sheridan LeFanu (18141873), grew up in Ireland. Unfortunately,
LeFanu, famous for such stories as
'Green Tea,' 'The Haunting of the Tiled
House' and
'Carmilla'
—
—
- (a
- remarkable
story of a f e m a l e vampire), seems to

have fallen victim to his own imagination.
Near the end of his life he was tormented by nightmares in which a huge
old mansion collapsed on his head. 'I
feared this,' said L e F a n u ' s doctor when
the author succumbed to h e a r t failure.
'That house fell at last.'
What L e F a n u ' s unhappy f a t e suggests
is that ghost stories, at least a s understood in m o d e m times, come f r o m the
deeper layers of the m i n d — j u s t a s it
might be said that they spring from
buried levels of civilization.
Sigmund F r e u d , whose interests
ranged f r o m the psychological to the
supernatural, wrote in 1919 an interesting
and authoritative study called 'The
Uncanny,' in which he recognized this
double origin of the ghost story.
On the one hand, Freud says, we are
still influenced by the beliefs of our
'primitive forefathers,' and on the other,
our own minds offer a s much eerie
material a s any ancient legend.
As though they accepted F r e u d ' s view,
most modern writers of ghost stories
have t h e r e f o r e t u r n e d t h e m into
psychological investigations.
Is the terrible specter in Arthur
Machen's 'The Novel of the White
Powder' a symbol of its victim's own
perverse desires?
Does Mrs. Drover's 'Demon Lover,' in
Elizabeth Bowen's classic story by that
name, represent the sense of daring and
excitement that she has banished from
h e r respectable, ordinary life?
More recently, a r e the ghosts that
haunt the troubled writer in 'The Shining'
merely the incarnations of his own secret
anxieties?
Like spirits that haunt us, the horrors in
these productions point to something
repressed but still living: something that
will not stay buried, will not stay down,
As Shakespeare might have said, it
needs no spirit come from the g r a v e to
tell us that ghost stories a r e obviously
here to stay.
Even the most reasonable among us
love the tales of moans and groans and
chains
clanking in the night—and
every
r
Halloween we pay them a little respect.
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ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF
BLGULAR AND CQNTEMPORARV
GREETING CARDS
IN ALL WESTERN MICHIGAN

Spikers add three
more to the record

GIFTS OF ALL KINDS
by Richard Kuhrt

W

The Flying D u t c h m a n w o m e n ' s
volleyball team defeated three opponents
in last week's volleyball action.
On Wednesday, Oct. 29. the Dutch
squad hosted a tough Kalamazoo team at
the Dow Center The Hornets suffered
loss to the Hope team by scores of 15-11. B15 (Kalamazoo winning), If) 2, and 16-14
Hope, according to coach Sander De
llaan. pla\ed its nnrmal performance
with nothing exceptional. Joe Van Heest
and Elsie Jerez led the scoring lor the
victorious Dutchmen.
On Friday night, Oct 31, the Dutch
team traveled to Calvin College to take on
a much improved Calvin squad and a
Ferris State team. In the first match of
the evening, Hope played Calvin and
defeated them by margins of 15-11, 15-6,
and 15-9. De Haan was "pleased with
Hope's performance and was encouraged
by the determination and consistency
displayed on the court." He went on to
stale that "if we could play that way in
the tournaments, we could do quite well."
Joe Van Heest (20 points), Elsie Jerez
(17), Kay Vander Eems (10) and Kathy
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Fox (10) were the leading scorers for
Hope.
The Dutchmen then went on to defeat
Ferris by scores ol 15-9, 1-1j ( h e r n s
winning) and 15-12 In the third and
deciding g a m e of the match Hope w.v
ahead by a score of H O. However. Pei nrallied and took a 12-H k\id. The i.
ehmen were forced to conn 4 from
I;
1
yet met this c h a ' t e n ^ ' ilii ;:defeating the slate scli«H>I by ll.. !
score. This, ia De llaan s ( w--,
great character.
OvcTall. t h e n i g h t w a s e n c o u r a g i . i g f
b o t h the c<uich aru! I h r t e a m . " l b ' fta n i n c r e a s e d i n t e n s i t y , a n d t h e li ,•
squad at times during the ( a h i n ^ i
p l a y e d a s w e l l , if not b e l t e r t h a n al .
point d u r i n g t h e w h o l e s e a s o n , " saw! 1 •'
H a a n . He c o n l i n u e d in s a y i n g t h a i ' l i . c
w a s a m e a s u r e of t e a m w o r k a n d bcnu 1 ,;
t h e r i g h t p l a c e at (he r i g h t l i m e not v .
beiore'.

On Tuesday night the team pla>< l
Alma and Ferris Slate at the Dow C e n v r .
On Friday. Nov. 7, the squad will tra\»1 '•>
Olivet to play Olivet and Kalama/o»
Community College.
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Cheryl Norman struts her stuff at a recent ugly R.A. contest in Phelps Hall, (photo
by Lora Rector)
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Water polo club
looking good

>

O
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Hope cross country teams
0

approach the end of the road

in first year
men
by Craig Sinclair
Hope now has a new water polo club.
Considering their successful showings
against four different colleges — Wayne
State University, Western Michigan
University, Lansing Community College
and Michigan State University — the
team has definite potential for next year's
season.
After suffering an opening loss to
Wayne State, the team came back to
defeat Western 10-6. Following this
decisive victory, Hope suffered a close
loss to Lansing a f t e r being ahead at halftime.
That s a m e day they followed with a
g a m e against Michigan State. In the first
half of play in this game, Hope was
decisively defeated by State's first string.
In the second half, Michigan put their
second string in and Hope outscored them
and completely dominated both quarters
of the period.
Considering the success of the first year
of Hope water polo, it looks good for
additional facilities and more games
(some at home) next year.
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by Steve Underwood
At the.Holland Country Club, people
may be wondering, a f t e r its shining
performance against lowly Olivet, just
what the Hope m e n ' s cross country
t e a m can do in Saturday's league meet.
The Dutchmen prepared for the
MIAA meet last Saturday by not only
blanking the Comets 15-50, but running
easily theip best race of the season.
Mark Northuis and Steve Underwood
pushed it all the way and c a m e in
together in first with 25:18, breaking by
12 seconds the course record set the
week before by Northuis. Larry Kortering ecjipsed his best time by 35
second a s he was thrd in 25:30. John
Victor was fourth just a tick back, and
J i m Shoemaker was fifth in 26:08.
With the performances of Larry

Fischer (6th-26:20) and Mark Southwell
(7th-26:26), the Dutchmen show a top
seven that has vastly improved and
appears ready to challenge for the top
spot in the league race, which will be
run at the Holland Counfry Club. If they
do win the meet, the currently secondplace Dutch will do no worse than s h a r e
the overall title with Calvin.
Other Hope finishers in the meet were
Mike Schmuker (9th-26:44), Rick
Webster (11^1-27:00), Dave Visscher
(15th-28:12), Chris Fleming (16th28:15); Marty Schoenmaker (17th28:15), Kevin Tavernier (19111-29:03),
Bret Crock (20th-29:07)l Doug Cushman
(21st-29:49) and Chris Morrison (30:42).
The men's team race will start at 11
a . m . The women's race and the individual race (for those not on a team's
top seven) will follow.

by Steve Underwood
Tliey certainly did not set the world
on fire. But in the situation they were
in, the first-year Hope women's cross
country team did not do bad at all.
Some of them running the first invitational-type meet of their lives, the
Dutchwomen traveled to Madison, WI
last Saturday to compete in the Division
III MAIAW Regional Championships
and finished a respectable 11th of 13
t e a m s . ' F r e s h m a n Wendy Shoenmaker
led the charge, finishing 43rd of 90
runners with a 20:42 over the 5,000meter course.
Nancy Ritchie followed five spots
later in 21:04. Kim Brown and Carol
Bringman were 62nd and 63rd in 21:49
and 21:51 respectively. Janet Swim
rounded out Hope's scoring with a 25:25
in 88th place.

Football team concludes 1980 season
on a positive

note at 4-5 season mark

by Tim Taylor
Well, it is over. The season that started
with such promise ended Saturday at
Olivet with a 41-28 free-for-all with the
Dutchmen taking the victory. The win put
Hope's final record at 4-5, the first losing
season since 1971: Coach Smith's only
other losing season.
The g a m e started out with Hope taking
a quick 18-0 lead on two long touchdown
passes by Mark Spencer (33 yards to Jeff
Whiting and 35 y a r d s to Bob Constant )and
a 53 yard punt return by Constant.
The Dutch offense then went into hiding
while Olivet's offense come out and
scored three consecutive touchdown to
give them a 20-18 halftime lead.
Hope exploded quickly again in the
second half as they put three TD's and a
safety on the board in less than 7 minutes.
Spencer ran in f r o m the 3, set up by a 38
yard sprint by Steve Cameron. Ed Cain
then scored two touchdowns f r o m four
y a r d s out, one on a pass a n d the other on a
run. E a c h of the touchdowns was set up
by a n interception with J e r o m e Jelinek
nabbing the first and Dave Driscoll the
second. The safety c a m e as the Flying
Dutchmen downed the Olivet punter John
Gillette in the end zone.
Spencer was eight for eighteen on the
afternoon, and that was good enough to

break his own completion record of 85,
established two years ago. The eight
raised his season tally to 90. He also set a
new career yardage record, raising his
total to 3222 which eclipses the old m a r k
of 3122 set by Groy Kaper from 1967-1970.
On the receiving end of 36 of Spencer's
passes this season was Paul Damon
which left him one shy of the existing
record still held by Bill Bekkering.
Damon graduates, however, with the
knowledge that his two receptions
Saturday gave him sole possession of the
c a r e e r reception m a r k with 83.(Damon
was tied with J i m Lamer, 1968-71 before
Saturday's conte^f.)
Other leaders this year were Dave
Driscoll in interceptions (5), Ed Cain in
scoring (54), Steve Cameron in rushing
and kickoff returns (584 yards with a 22.0
yard average). Bob Constant in punt
returns (3.4 yard average), and Spencer
in total vards.
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This was the last g a m e for thirteen
Hope seniors. Along with Damon,
Saturday was the last game for tricaptains Doug Andrews, John Frazza,
and Scott Vander Meulen as well as Steve
Gelpi, Mile Disher, Greg Bekius, Scott De
Witt, Steve De Loof, Mike Le Pres, Dan
Molenaar, Chuck Brooks, and Pete Rink.
One thing that these and the other men
have to be proud of is the way in which
they never gave up. With a little luck they
could have been 3-1 after the first four
g a m e s instead of 0-4. After such a rough
start against top-notch quality that they
played, they never hung their heads.
Instead they won four of the last five
g a m e s to give them a good, all things
considered, 4-5 mark.
Coach Smith said it best two weeks ago
a f t e r a 14-0 triumph over then 5-2 Albion:
" I have been telling the guys all along
that they a r e a good football team, and
now they have gone out and proved it!"

.

MON.-FRI. 1 P.M. TO 7 P.M.
SAT. 9 A.M. TO feP.M.

i.206 College Ave.
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Dave Bopf gets ready to slide one by a,
Calvin defense, (photo by Lora Rector)
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Soccer team emerges with championship
.• Final record is best in Hope soccer history
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by Steve Sayer
The Hope soccer team entered its final
two games of the 1980 season undefeated
in the league and with only one blemish on
their record—a 3-2 defeat at the hands of
powerful Michigan State (ranked ninth in
the mid-east). A victory over either
Albion or Calvin would assure them the
x league championship; a victory over both
would just about clinch a bid to the

right through the wall of defenders set up
by the Britons. Borcyk was quick to add
his second goal of the game—a lovely side
volley that gave the keeper no chance at
all. This left the score 3-0 at the half.
In the second half Kamstra picked up
another goal; freshman Dave Bopf
continued his scoring streak when he
tallied on a scramble. Center-forward
Felipe Wated scored his second goal of

national tournament.
Hope achieved its primary goal of
capturing the championship (its second in
four years) with a masterful 6-0 win over
Albion.
Scott Borcyk scored the first goal with
two minutes gone in the g a m e .
Sophomore Todd Kamstra followed with
what has become his specialty: A blast
off of an indirect free kick, which he put
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1980 Hope soccer team: sitting (left to right) Doug Johnson,
Ken Capisciolto, Paul Fowler, Bob Shoemaker, Scott Savage,
Jeff Van Hoeven, Dirk Doorenbos, Bob Holzinger and Rich
Kuhrt. Kneeling (left to right) Dan Brandsma, Bruce Potter,
John DeJong, Al Crothers, Steve Sayer, Tim McGee, Fred
Ward, Chuck Jonker, Chuck Hood, Tom Park and Todd Van

Genderen. Standing (left to right) coach Oregg Afman, Dave
Lammers, Chris Muir, Tim Marema, Rick Mason, Joe Doele,
Dave Bopf, Felipe Wated, Scott Borcyk, Kevin Rehban, Todd
Kamstra, Al Noerenberg, student trainer Denny Griffin and
assistant coach Jim DeJulio.

the year on a scramble in the penally box.
Paul Fowler had three assists in the
game.
The second game with Calvin proved to
be an entirely different story. As in their
championship year of 1977, the Dutchmen
had to face the Knights after nailing down
the championship and. as in 1977. they
were defeated.
Bob Shoemaker opened up the game's
scoring with a goal coming off an assist
by Felipe Wated. That was to be the
extent of the scoring for the Dutchmen,
although they had several close chances,
including a hall cleared off the line hv a
Calvin defender Calvin*countered uith
three goals: two by sophomore Hon
Nyenhuis and another by George Saa
Hope showed flashes ol their normal
form especially in the first ten minutes
For the rest of the g a m e their plav was
somewhat disjointed and incohesive
Bruce Potter was the only Hope player
who really seemed to take charge.
Calvin.conversely, played a masterful
game. They swarmed two and three men
on any Hope player with the ball This
allowed the Dutchmen no time to pass
Hope's inability to do the same allowed
Calvin to march up the field frequently
As a result of the loss. Hope did not
receive a bid for postseason play. Vet
there were many bright spots o n . t h e
season Number one was the championship. Another was Paul Fowler's
second place finish in the M 1 A A
scoring race New records were set in
number of wins in a season and number of
goals scored in a season

MIAA Soccer Statistics
FINAL
W
L
HOPE
*14
2
Calvin
10
4
Kalamazoo
10
4
Alma
8
9
Albion
4
11
Olivet
3
12
•Best record in Hope history
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AT THE AGE OF NINE, in an a t t e m p t to w a r d

LA T R A V I A T A - V e r d i s b e a u t i f u l o p e r a a b o u t

o f f an i m a g i n a r y v a m p i r e . T o m m y L. b r o k e six

y o u n g l o v e r s is c o m i n g t o G r a n d Rapids Nov

f i n g e r s t r y i n g t o f o r m a Star of D a v i d . W i t h his

13 a n d 15. Call g e o l o g y d e p t

f i n g e r s t a p e d t o g e t h e r , he w a s no l o n g e r a b l e

information.

to g e s t i c u l a t e w i l d l y w h i l e t a l k i n g

(ext

3225) for

The shock

to his s y s t e m c a u s e d a n e r v o u s b r e a k d o w n ,
which,

being

a

rather

lethargic

nervous

THE WILL OF G O D C o m p u t e r D a t i n g Service

b r e a k d o w n , is s t i l l in t h e process of o c c u r r i n g

A p o l o g y a c c e p t e d M a y b e s o m e t i m e for real

TO I A N - W h e r e t h e w h a l e h a v e y o u been' 1 '--

KEN--Logic

B r e n d a , J o A n n e . Stacy, Barb a n d Z e l d a

magic w a n d

doesn t w o r k ,
Y o u r e an

neither

would

I n s p i r e d Insanity

c h o o s e to f o r g e t . - S M
FOR SALE--AM FM s t e r e o c a s s e t t e , t u r n t a b l e
10-in., 3 - w a y s p e a k e r s

C e n t r e x by P i o n e e r .
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Just s l i p it u n d e r o u r o f f i c e door

HILD -The r a n s o m for Spot is e i t h e r a J o s t e n s

by 5 p . m . on M o n d a y to g e t y o u r m e s s a g e in

s c h o o l r i n g or a b a g of ( p l a i n ) M & M s . Hois.

T h u r s d a y s issue.

J.L. MURPHY HAIRSTYUNG
Men's and Women's
2 For 1 haircut special
Your cut $6
Your friend's free
o f f e r only to n e w c u s f o m e r j

Coach Jim Dellorn gives a few pointers to the members of the wrestling team.
People who are still interested in wrestling are encouraged to come out for the team,
(photoby Randy Warren)
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